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Olympic Theme 

Introduction & Guidance 

Hi there! I am so glad you are ready to burst out of the starting blocks and start doing excit-
ing Olympic themed activities with your preschooler. Three, two, one; these activities are tak-
en from Cullen's Abc's gold medal Olympic theme from the DIY Online Preschool. Here are 
two ways you can use these Olympic activities. 
 
First, if you need an activity to do fast, this is the way to do it! Just pick and choose an activi-
ty from one of the preschool categories from one of the days: Circle Time, Letters & Num-
bers, Worship, Art & Science, or Extra Content. Simply pick any activity, do the prep work, 
and start the activity with your child. 
 
You can also take a more structured approach and use the activities to follow the flow of a 
day in the DIY Online Preschool. Just think of it a bit like training for the Olympics! You will 
be empowered to do more themes in the future and therefore earning a greater reward than 
even a medal. If you do decide to work through the lesson plan from top to bottom I would 
suggest you start by going to step 5 of the “Setup Your Preschool” tool. You will start out with  
Circle Time singing the “I Can Sit Down” song, the Special Help activities, making and using 
a weather dial, looking at a calendar together, and singing the “Days of the Week” song. Af-
ter you are done with your express Olympic DIY Online Preschool training you will be ready 
to lead a full day of activities or breakout the activities to spread out over a longer period of 
time.   

Cullen’s Abc’s is designed for parents, homeschoolers, teachers, or caregivers that want to 
be personally involved in preparing their child for school and life. With Cullen’s Abc’s you are 
hands on in a “DIY - Do It Yourself” kind of way! All of the preschool activities are centered 
on developing skills needed for Kindergarten. Memberships are as low as $5 per month and 
include full access to, a DIY Online Preschool with over a full year of curriculum, a Kinder-
garten Readiness Evaluation, Art Patterns, over 800 free children videos, and Preschool Bi-
ble Studies. 

On your mark, get set, go!  Now go have some Olympic fun! 
 
Cullen  

http://cullensabcs.com/setup-your-online-preschool/
http://cullensabcs.com/developmental-skills-defined/
http://cullensabcs.com/online-preschool/
http://cullensabcs.com/unauthorized/?mepr-unauth-page=3546&redirect_to=/kindergarten-readiness-evaluation/
http://cullensabcs.com/unauthorized/?mepr-unauth-page=3546&redirect_to=/kindergarten-readiness-evaluation/
http://cullensabcs.com/patterns/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/
http://cullensabcs.com/growing-with-god-preschool-bible-study/
http://cullensabcs.com/growing-with-god-preschool-bible-study/


 

Theme: Olympics 

Day 1 

 

 

Category Activity 

Circle Time Olympic Games 

Letters & Numbers Letter “O” 

Worship Time Isaiah 40: 29-31 

Art & Science Olympic Rings 

Olympic Theme 



 

Circle Time 

 
Just like all Olympic athletes it’s a good idea to get warmed up before starting your day! Be-
low is a quick and easy way to do this with Circle Time! 
 
Review – Start your preschool day with Circle Time and sing the “I Can Sit Down” song 
(Improvise your tune) 
                                               I can sit down as quite as can be. 
                                               I can sit down just to look at me. 
                                               I can sit down as quite as can be. 
                                               I can sit down just to look at me. 
                                           
Then sing the “Hi There” song. (Improvise your tune) 
                                               Hi there, so glad you came. 
                                               Hi there, so glad you came. 
                                               Hi there, so glad you came. 
                                               One two three let’s shout HOORAY. 
                                               Hi there, so glad you’re here. 
                                               Hi there, so glad you’re here. 
                                               Hi there, so glad you’re here. 
                                               One two three let’s give a cheer. Yay  
                                           
Next do your Special Help activity. 
 
Look at the calendar and sing the “Days of the Week” song. (Tune of the “Adams Family”) 
                                               Well there’s Sunday and there’s Monday, 
                                               there’s Tuesday and there’s Wednesday, 
                                               there’s Thursday and there’s Friday and then there’s  
           Saturday. 
                                               Days of the week. (Clap hands 2 times). 
                                               Days of the week. (Clap hands 2 times). 
                                               Days of the week. Days of the week. Days of the week.  
          (Clap hands 2 times).  
                                           
This is a great time to review the days of the week, months of the year and the number of the 
day. Then check the weather and compare it to your weather dial. 
 

Olympic Theme 

http://cullensabcs.com/leading-circle-time/
http://cullensabcs.com/leading-circle-time/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/circle-time-interactive-song-for-cullens-abcs-free-online-preschool/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/circle-time-interactive-song-for-cullens-abcs-free-online-preschool/


 

Olympic Theme 

Circle Time Discussion: Olympic Games 

Explain the Olympics to the children. Every four years the best athletes, men and women 
who play sports, in the world gather in one location. Then they compete against each other 
to see who is the best at each sport. These “Olympians” get together to not only play, but al-
so celebrate friendship, peace and harmony. This gathering, known as the Olympic Games. 
It is the most celebrated sporting festival in the world. The games take place in a different 
country each time. The first Olympic games originated in Greece, a beautiful country in Eu-
rope - show this on a map or globe. 
 
There are Summer and Winter Olympic games. This year is a Winter Olympics and in two 
years will be a Summer Olympics, then in two years another Winter Olympics. There are dif-
ferent sports in the Summer and Winter. You can show the children photos of some of the 
different sports that take place at both the Winter and Summer Olympics. 
 
Each Olympian is from a country and even though each athlete plays different sports than 
other people in the same country, they are all considered a team. Some of the teams are: 
Team Canada, Team USA, and Team China. The Olympians want to see others from their 
country do well, but they also make friends with Olympian from other countries and are hap-
py for them if they win. 
 
Olympians are the best at their sport from their country. They practice and train at their sport 
many times a week at least for years to get this good. If you want to do something very well 
you have to work hard and practice a lot too! 
 

Skills:  

 Language: Listening to the information and looking at the pictures work with 
children on their language skills. As they are looking and listening to the in-
formation and pictures they are recognizing letters and the sounds they 
make  

 Social: Awareness of other cultures  

 

Materials Needed:  

 Listening ears 

 Looking eyes 

 Photos of the Olympic Games 
 

Prep Video:  Olympic Event Ideas 

http://cullensabcs.com/video/olympic-event-ideas-for-children/


 

Olympic Theme 

Letters:  Letter “O” 

Point out the “O” is the first letter of the word “Olympics.” Now with this interactive video 
learn about the letter O with Miss Cullen and Gator. First, Miss Cullen and Gator are going to 
show the upper and lower case letter O. Then review the sound of the O. Next look at three 
types of food that start with the letter O: onion, Oreo and olive. If you have these items at 
home you can try them with Miss Cullen and discuss what it feels like, tastes like, sounds 
like and smells like. 
 
Remember, when trying the different foods, it has to go in your mouth but it doesn’t have to 
stay there. But it is always good to try something new. 
 

Skills:  

 Language: During this time children are working on sharpening their language 
skills by recognizing a letter and the sound that the letter makes. They are working 
on their language skills when talking about their senses when tasting, feeling, 
touching and smelling 

 Physical: Children will work on their physical skills when using their grasping fin-
gers to touch and pick up the food. 

 

Materials Needed:  

 Three types of food that start with the letter O. Miss Cullen uses onions, Oreos and 
olives but feel free to use other food items that start with the letter O. Other food 
ideas include oats, oranges, octopus and oysters 

 
Letter Overview Video 
 
Interactive Letter “O” Video 

http://cullensabcs.com/letters-activity-overview/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/letter-o-activities-with-food/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/letter-activities-with-food-video-series-at-cullensabcs-com/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/letter-o-activities-with-food/


 

Olympic Theme 

Worship: Isaiah 40:29-31  

I have a few verses that we are going to focus on this week that I think go along with our Olym-
pic theme perfectly. As you are reading these verses have the children repeat them as you say 
them, and do the sign language along with them. Then answer the questions, talk about what 
the verses mean in terms of the Olympics, and say the prayer below. 

 
God gives strength to those who are tired (sign the word for strength) 
And gives power to those who are weak (sign the word for weak) 
Even boys and girls can get tired 
And can lose their focus and fall (sign the word for fall) 
But those who believe in the LORD (sign the word for Lord) 
Will gain strength and get stronger (sign the word for strength) 
They will fly in the sky like eagles (sign for eagle) 
They will run and not grow tired 
They will always be strong. (sign the word for strong) 
Following are some questions that you can ask your children about these verses. 

 What do you think these verses are about? (When we are tired God will help us and 
give us strength to get through anything. Whether we are skiing down a mountain, run-
ning a race or doing work at school, He will be there with us) 

 Who will God help? (Everyone that asks for it. Everyone gets tired) 
 Show a picture of an eagle with it’s wings open 
 What kind of animal it this? (It’s a bird) 
 Is it a strong bird? (Yes) 
 Look at it’s wings, do you think it could carry it’s babies? (Yes) 
 God is like an eagle. He is strong and he will carry us when we feel tired and weak. 
 By believing in God will you be weak or strong? (Strong because He is alway there for 

you.) 
 
 
You can talk about what he verses mean in terms of the Olympics. 

 When an Olympic skier gets tired going fast down a long run or a runner in a long race 
who can give them strength? (God) 

 Can Olympians lose their focus and fall? (Yes) 
 Who can Olympians believe in to get their focus and strength back? (The Lord God Je-

sus) 
 Will an Olympian always win an event or race because they believe in God? (No, but 

they will have strength to be happy about a chance to compete, have fun, and share 
with others that they believe in God and He makes them strong.) 

 
Continued on next page 

http://cullensabcs.com/worship-time-setup-overview/
http://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/STRENGTH/4604/1
http://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/WEAK/6115/1
http://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/FALL/1316/1
http://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/LORD/5951/1
http://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/STRENGTH/4604/1
http://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/EAGLE/1252/1
http://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/STRONG/700/1


 

Olympic Theme 

Worship: Isaiah 40:29-31 Continued  
 

Prayer: 
Dear God (Children repeat) 

Thank you for this day (Children repeat) 
Thank you for being strong (Children repeat) 

Like an eagle (Children repeat) 
Thank you for helping me (Children repeat) 
And giving me strength (Children repeat) 

I love you so much (Children repeat) 
Amen (Children repeat) 

 

 

Skills:  

 Language: Listening to the Bible verse and answering the questions works with 
children on their language skills  

 Cognitive: As children continue to pray they are building their relationship with 
God and learning to trust Him  

 Social: When children are answering the questions they are working on speaking 
in public which is a great social skill 

 

Materials Needed:  

 Good listening ears 

 Good looking eyes 

http://cullensabcs.com/worship-time-setup-overview/


 

Olympic Theme 

Art: Olympic Rings 

Follow these instructions or watch this video to learn how to make you very own Olympic 
rings! The Olympic flag has a white background, with five interlaced rings in the center: blue, 
yellow, black, green and red. This design is symbolic as it represents the five inhabited conti-
nents of the world, united by Olympism, while the six colors are those that appear on all the 
national flags of the world at the present time. 

To make the rings give the children 5 paper plates and have them cut out the inside circle of 
each plate. You may want to do this if he or she is not ready to use scissors yet. You will not 
use the inside rings that are cut out. You can throw them away or store them for a future pro-
ject. Once they have all 5 rings cut out they can color each ring or glue colored tissue paper 
onto each ring. Once they are done coloring or gluing help them interlock the rings by mak-
ing a slit into each ring to have it connect to another ring.  Once they are all connected lay 
them down on a table and tape all of the openings so the rings won’t fall apart. 
 

Skills:  

 Math & Counting: Children will work on color recognition with the rings be-
ing colored  

 Physical: When your children are cutting out their paper plate and using 
their fingers to hold and cut with the scissors and they are strengthening the 
muscles in their hands  

 Social: Awareness of other continents of the world  

Materials Needed:  

 Paper plates (cheap, flimsy kind); Scissors; Crayons, Markers or Tissue Pa-
per (Blue, Yellow, Black, Green, and Red); Glue (if you are using tissue pa-
per); Tape 

 
Prep Video: Olympic Rings Children & Kids Art Craft Project 

http://cullensabcs.com/art-time-setup-overview/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/olympic-rings-children-kids-art-craft-project/%20
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continents
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continents
http://cullensabcs.com/video/olympic-rings-children-kids-art-craft-project/


 

Theme: Olympics 

Day 2 

 

 

Category Activity 

Circle Time Olympic Torch 

Letters & Numbers Letter “Y” 

Worship Time Make your countries or Olympic flag 

Art & Science Olympic Torch 

Olympic Theme 



 

Circle Time 

 
Just like all Olympic athletes it’s a good idea to get warmed up before starting your day! Be-
low is a quick and easy way to do this with Circle Time! 
 
Review – Start your preschool day with Circle Time and sing the “I Can Sit Down” song 
(Improvise your tune) 
                                               I can sit down as quite as can be. 
                                               I can sit down just to look at me. 
                                               I can sit down as quite as can be. 
                                               I can sit down just to look at me. 
                                           
Then sing the “Hi There” song. (Improvise your tune) 
                                               Hi there, so glad you came. 
                                               Hi there, so glad you came. 
                                               Hi there, so glad you came. 
                                               One two three let’s shout HOORAY. 
                                               Hi there, so glad you’re here. 
                                               Hi there, so glad you’re here. 
                                               Hi there, so glad you’re here. 
                                               One two three let’s give a cheer. Yay  
                                           
Next do your Special Help activity. 
 
Look at the calendar and sing the “Days of the Week” song. (Tune of the “Adams Family”) 
                                               Well there’s Sunday and there’s Monday, 
                                               there’s Tuesday and there’s Wednesday, 
                                               there’s Thursday and there’s Friday and then there’s  
           Saturday. 
                                               Days of the week. (Clap hands 2 times). 
                                               Days of the week. (Clap hands 2 times). 
                                               Days of the week. Days of the week. Days of the week.  
          (Clap hands 2 times).  
                                           
This is a great time to review the days of the week, months of the year and the number of the 
day. Then check the weather and compare it to your weather dial. 
 

Olympic Theme 

http://cullensabcs.com/leading-circle-time/
http://cullensabcs.com/leading-circle-time/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/circle-time-interactive-song-for-cullens-abcs-free-online-preschool/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/circle-time-interactive-song-for-cullens-abcs-free-online-preschool/


 

Olympic Theme 

Circle Time Discussion: Olympic Torch 

Talk about how the Olympic flame is a symbol of the Olympic Games. The Olympic flame 
represents the positive values that Man has always associated with fire. We use fire to keep 
warm, for baking and cooking, and even light. Before the Olympics start a torch is ignited 
several months before the opening ceremony of the Olympic Games at the site of the an-
cient Olympics in Olympia, Greece. The flame is carried by relay, one person carries it a dis-
tance and then hands if off to another person, all the way to the opening ceremonies of the 
Olympics. Although it is usually carried by runners on foot, other kinds of transport are also 
used. 
 
The highlight of the opening ceremony of the Olympics is the entrance of the flame into the 
stadium (search YouTube with “Olympic opening ceremony lighting of cauldron” to find many 
wonderful videos to show). The identity of the final torchbearer is kept secret until the last 
moment. It is often a person from the sports world or a young person symbolizing hope for 
the future. The final torchbearer often does a lap of the stadium before lighting a huge caul-
dron or torch with the Olympic flame. Once the big torch or cauldron is lit a bunch of doves 
are released to offer the idea of peace in which the Olympic Games should take place. The 
flame remains lit for the duration of the Games and is only put out at the closing ceremony. 
 
Go to Google images and show the children photos of the Olympic torch relay and the huge cauldron/torch. 
 

Skills:  

 Language: Listening to the information and looking at the pictures work with 
children on their language skills. As they are looking and listening to the in-
formation and pictures they are recognizing letters and the sounds they 
make  

 Physical: Learning new information  

 Social: Awareness of other cultures  

 

Materials Needed:  

 Listening ears 

 Looking eyes 

 Photos of the Olympic Torch 



 

Olympic Theme 

Letters:  Letter “Y” 

Point out the letter “Y” is a fun letter in the word “Olympics.” Learn about the letter Y with 
Miss Cullen and Gator. First, Miss Cullen and Gator are going to show the upper and lower 
case letter Y. Then review the sound of the Y. Next look at three types of food that start with 
the letter Y: yogurt, yogurt covered pretzel, and egg yolk. If you have these items at home 
you can try them with Miss Cullen and discuss what it feels like, tastes like, sounds like and 
smells like. 
 
Remember, when trying the different foods, it has to go in your mouth but it doesn’t have to 
stay there. But it is always good to try something new. 
 
Remember, when trying the different foods, it has to go in your mouth but it doesn’t have to 
stay there. But it is always good to try something new. 
 

Skills:  

 Language: During this time children are working on sharpening their language 
skills by recognizing a letter and the sound that the letter makes. They are working 
on their language skills when talking about their senses when tasting, feeling, 
touching and smelling 

 Physical: Children will work on their physical skills when using their grasping fin-
gers to touch and pick up the food  

 Social: Taking turns; sharing 

Materials Needed:  

 Three types of food that start with the letter Y. Miss Cullen uses yogurt, yogurt covered 
pretzel, and egg yolk, but feel free to use other food items that start with the letter Y. Oth-
er food ideas include yams, yellow squash, and Yakitori. 

 
Letter Overview Video 
 
Interactive Letter “Y” Video 

http://cullensabcs.com/letters-activity-overview/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/letter-activities-with-food-video-series-at-cullensabcs-com/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/letter-activities-y-with-food/


 

Olympic Theme 

Worship: 

Make Your Country or Olympic Flag  

 

Since God made the countries and everything in the world I thought it would be fun to focus 
on the country that you live in or were born in. You can make the flag of the country that you 
live in or you could make the Olympic flag. You could also choose to make both flags or just 
one. Since I live in the United States of America I am going to make the American Flag. You 
can watch this Flag Art idea video to get some ideas on how to make a flag. 

 
This is a great time to talk about what God made while your child is working on their flag. 
 
If you would like to make the Olympic flag you can use this pattern to help with that. Children 
can color the rings and then tape a stick or popsicle sticks together to make the pole. When 
they have finished making the pole they can tape the flag to it. 
 

Skills:  

 Math & Counting: Children can count the number of rings on the flag; Color 
recognition with the color of crayons they are coloring with and the different 
colors of construction paper for the colors of the flag; Patterning with the 
stripes on the American flag  

 Language: Listening to the directions on how to make their flag(s) 

 Physical: Learning new information; Fine motor skills and strengthening the 
muscles in their hands when coloring; or using scissors 

 Social: Awareness of other countries 

Materials Needed:  

 Depending on what flag you will be making determines what colors of construction paper 
you will need; Crayons; Scissors; Glue; Star stickers; Pattern 

http://cullensabcs.com/worship-time-setup-overview/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/flag-art-idea-for-july-4th-cullens-abcs/


 

Olympic Theme 

Art: Olympic Torch 

Follow these instructions or watch this video to learn how to make you very own Olympic 
torch! Provide the children with a toilet paper tube or you can make a torch base by using a 
piece of colored construction paper.  If you use construction paper simply roll it into a tube 
shape and secure it with a piece of tape. Next, give the child a paper plate and help him or 
her cut a hole in the middle of it for the torch to go through. To make sure you make your 
hole the right size, take your torch base (tube), place it in the middle of the plate and trace 
around it. Then, take your scissors and cut out the small circle. If your or your child cut 
through the side of the plate to get to the circle in the middle simply take some tape and se-
cure it back together. Now it is time to attach the torch base to the paper plate. Slide the 
torch through the hole so about a quarter of an inch is poking through the top. Use some 
tape to secure it. Lastly, we will make some “flames”! You can use construction paper (red, 
orange and/or yellow), tissue paper or even colored feathers! Attach whatever item you de-
cide down inside the top of the torch using some tape and have it coming out of the top so it 
looks like a flame! 

Skills:  

 Math & Counting: Color recognition with the colors of flames for their torch  

 Language: Listening to the directions on how to make their torch  

 Physical: Learning new information; Fine motor skills and strengthening the 
muscles in their hands when rolling up the paper for the flame and tearing 
and pressing down the tape  

Materials Needed:  

 Toilet paper tube or Construction paper for the base (yellow or brown); Cray-
ons, markers or colored tissue paper if you are using a toilet paper tube and 
they want to change the color of  the base; Tape; Paper plate (cheap, flimsy 
kind); Scissors; Construction paper for the flame (Red, Yellow and/or Or-
ange); Feathers for the flame (Red, Yellow and/or Orange); Tissue paper for 
the flame (Red, Yellow and/or Orange) 

 
Prep Video: Olympic Torch Children & Kids Art Craft Project 

http://cullensabcs.com/art-time-setup-overview/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/olympic-torch-childrens-art-activity-project-idea-for-children/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/olympic-torch-childrens-art-activity-project-idea-for-children/


 

Theme: Olympics 

Day 3 

 

 

Category Activity 

Circle Time Medals 

Letters & Numbers Counting Medals 

Worship Time Bible Memory Verse Coloring Page 

Art & Science Olympic Medal Art 

Olympic Theme 



 

Circle Time 

 
Just like all Olympic athletes it’s a good idea to get warmed up before starting your day! Be-
low is a quick and easy way to do this with Circle Time! 
 
Review – Start your preschool day with Circle Time and sing the “I Can Sit Down” song 
(Improvise your tune) 
                                               I can sit down as quite as can be. 
                                               I can sit down just to look at me. 
                                               I can sit down as quite as can be. 
                                               I can sit down just to look at me. 
                                           
Then sing the “Hi There” song. (Improvise your tune) 
                                               Hi there, so glad you came. 
                                               Hi there, so glad you came. 
                                               Hi there, so glad you came. 
                                               One two three let’s shout HOORAY. 
                                               Hi there, so glad you’re here. 
                                               Hi there, so glad you’re here. 
                                               Hi there, so glad you’re here. 
                                               One two three let’s give a cheer. Yay  
                                           
Next do your Special Help activity. 
 
Look at the calendar and sing the “Days of the Week” song. (Tune of the “Adams Family”) 
                                               Well there’s Sunday and there’s Monday, 
                                               there’s Tuesday and there’s Wednesday, 
                                               there’s Thursday and there’s Friday and then there’s  
           Saturday. 
                                               Days of the week. (Clap hands 2 times). 
                                               Days of the week. (Clap hands 2 times). 
                                               Days of the week. Days of the week. Days of the week.  
          (Clap hands 2 times).  
                                           
This is a great time to review the days of the week, months of the year and the number of the 
day. Then check the weather and compare it to your weather dial. 
 

Olympic Theme 

http://cullensabcs.com/leading-circle-time/
http://cullensabcs.com/leading-circle-time/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/circle-time-interactive-song-for-cullens-abcs-free-online-preschool/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/circle-time-interactive-song-for-cullens-abcs-free-online-preschool/


 

Olympic Theme 

Circle Time Discussion: Olympic Medals 

Olympians get a medal for doing the best in an event or competition. These can be running, 
swimming, shot put, skiing, ice skating, and all the other sports in the Olympics. You can 
show the children photos of some of the different sports that take place at both the Winter 
and Summer Olympics. There are rules and judges and awards for the top three places. Ask 
the children if they know what the three different medals are that are awarded to the top 
three competitors in an event. Inform the children that gold is given to the winner, the runner-
up receives the silver medal and third place gets the bronze medal. The top three Olympians 
get to stand on top of a big box called a podium, and the metals are placed around their neck 
like a big necklace. Anyone who gets a metals is super happy and proud! Show a picture of 
Olympians on the podium with big smiles. 
 
For each Olympic games the host country makes their own special gold, silver and bronze 
metals. Show a picture of  gold, silver, and bronze medals from different Olympics. The win-
ners get to take these home and keep them forever. 
 
Let your children know that Olympic athletes work very hard and practice a lot to just earn 
the chance to compete in the Olympics for their country. Not everyone wins a medal, only 
the best in that sport. Tell the children if they want to do something very well they have to 
work hard and practice a lot too. This can be in sports, music, art, school, or anything they 
do! 
 

Skills:  

 Language: Listening to the information and looking at the pictures work with 
children on their language skills. As they are looking and listening to the in-
formation and pictures they are recognizing letters and the sounds they 
make  

 Physical: Learning new information about the Olympics and the medals  

 Social: Awareness of other cultures  

 

Materials Needed:  

 Listening ears; Photos of the Olympic Medals 



 

Olympic Theme 

Numbers:  Counting Medals 

Today we are going to count medals that we are going to make out of construction  paper. 
You can use the circle pattern at the end of this packet to cut the medals out of. Cut multiple 
circles out of white construction paper. The children can cut out some of the circles depend-
ing on their skill level for cutting, they can cut out some and you can cut out some. Have the 
children color them gold, silver and bronze. After the children have colored the circles collect 
them and hide them. Have the children close their eyes and hide the circles around the 
room. After the circles are hide (don’t hide them so they can’t find them, leave parts of the 
circle showing) tell them they can go and find them throughout the room. Once the children 
have found all the circles have the children count how many they found. Then have them 
count how many they found of each color. 

Skills:  

 Math & Counting: Children are working on recognizing different colors when 
they are coloring the medals; Counting the circles they find  

 Physical: Walking around the room to find the circles (medals); Hand-eye 
coordination with finding and picking up the medals  

 Social: Talk to other children about the circles they find  

Materials Needed:  

 Multiple cardboard circles, crayons (silver & gold), scissors 

http://cullensabcs.com/letters-activity-overview/


 

Olympic Theme 

Worship: Bible Memory Verse Coloring Page 

 

Print out the Bible memory verse coloring page at the end of this packet and have your chil-
dren color the picture. While they are coloring the picture you can talk about the Bible verses 
from Day 1 and what they see in the picture. After they are done coloring it they can hang it 
up and when they pass by the page they can work on memorizing the Bible verse on the 
page. 
 
Here are the verses in case you are interested: Isaiah 40:29-31 
God gives strength to those who are tired (sign the word for strength) 
And gives power to those who are weak (sign the word for weak) 
Even boys and girls can get tired 
And can lose their focus and fall (sign the word for fall) 
But those who believe in the LORD (sign the word for Lord) 
Will gain strength and get stronger (sign the word for strength) 
They will fly in the sky like eagles (sign for eagle) 
They will run and not grow tired 
They will always be strong. (sign the word for strong) 

 

Skills:  

 Language: Listening to the story works with children on their language skills.  

 Physical: Fine motor skills that strengthen the muscles in their hands when 
using their grasping fingers to hold the crayons to color with  

 Cognitive: As children continue to pray they are building their relationship 
with God and learning to trust Him. Working on memorizing the Bible verse 
works on memorization skills 

Materials Needed:  

 Crayons or markers to color with; Bible Memory Verse Coloring Page 

http://cullensabcs.com/worship-time-setup-overview/
http://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/STRENGTH/4604/1
http://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/WEAK/6115/1
http://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/FALL/1316/1
http://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/LORD/5951/1
http://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/STRENGTH/4604/1
http://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/EAGLE/1252/1
http://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/STRONG/700/1


 

Olympic Theme 

Art: Olympic Medal Art 

Follow these instructions or watch this video to learn how to make you very own Olympic 
medal! On a piece of construction paper trace a lid (a mayonnaise jar is great!) to make a cir-
cle on the piece of paper. Then, depending on your child’s skills have your child cut out the 
circle (or you can cut out the circle for them). The circle is going to be your child’s medal. 
Once the medal is cut out have your child decorate the medal with crayons.  After he or she 
is finished decorating the medal, punch two holes towards the top of the medal about 2 inch-
es apart. Next, we are going to make the necklace! Select a piece of yarn long enough to put 
over the child’s head. On one end of the yarn or ribbon tie a knot. On the other end of the 
yarn have your child wrap a piece of scotch tape so the end does not fray.  Now have your 
child add beads or you can even cut a straw into small pieces for them to add to their their 
necklace. Once they fill it up the yarn about halfway add the medal by looping the yarn 
through the two holes you punched out. Continue decorating the other half of the yarn with 
beads and or pieces of a straw. When it is full tie the strings together and place the medal on 
over your child’s neck! Make sure you tell them they are #1 in your book! ;) 

Skills:  

 Math & Counting: Children are working on counting and color recognition 
with the color or crayons and beads they use  

 Physical: Fine motor skills that strengthen the muscles in their hands when 
using their grasping fingers to string the beads onto the yarn; Children are 
working on their hand-eye coordination when putting the beads onto the yarn  

Materials Needed:  

 Construction paper; Lid (to trace); Scissors; Yarn; Crayons; Tape; Beads; 
Straws; Hole puncher 

 

Prep Video: Olympic Medal Art 

http://cullensabcs.com/art-time-setup-overview/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/olympic-medal-art-activity-cullens-abcs/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/olympic-medal-art-activity-cullens-abcs/
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Extra Content 

Exercise Interactive Videos 

Olympians exercise and move their bodies a lot to stay healthy. Here are several “Movement” videos to 
help your future Olympian stay healthy. 

 

Olympic Snacks 
 
These Olympic themed snacks from Six Sister’s Stuff are not as healthy as “Movement” videos, but they 
are fun and tasty! 

 

Opening & Closing Ceremonies 
 
Stage an opening and/or closing ceremonies with the following art & craft  
activities: 
 

Make an Olympic Torch  to run into your stadium. 

Olympic Rings to hang in your stadium 

With this Flag Art idea make different country flags 

For a little noise and excitement do Firecracker Art 

Metals 
Olympic metals fun! 

Olympic Gold Medal Art 

Olympic Medal Art  

Head Shoulders Knees and 
Toes 

Jumping Jacks 

Hopping 

Shape Dance Movement 

Hokey Pokey 

Row Row Row Your Boat  

Chomp 

Row Row Row Your Boat 

Head Shoulders 

Dinosaur Hokey Pokey 

Shape Dancing 

The Freeze Dance 

Alice The Camel 

http://www.sixsistersstuff.com/2012/07/25-olympic-snacks-and-party-ideas.html
http://cullensabcs.com/video/olympic-torch-childrens-art-activity-project-idea-for-children/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/olympic-rings-children-kids-art-craft-project/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/flag-art-idea-for-july-4th-cullens-abcs/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/4th-of-july-children-firecracker-paint-art-craft-idea/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/olympic-gold-medal-art-craft-idea-for-kids-and-children/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/olympic-medal-art-activity-cullens-abcs/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/head-shoulders-knees-and-toes-song/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/head-shoulders-knees-and-toes-song/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/jumping-jacks-exercise-for-children-or-kids/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/jumping-jacks-exercise-for-children-or-kids/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/childrens-exercise-hopping-on-one-leg-video/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/shape-dancing-child-activity/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/hokey-pokey-childrens-song-cullens-abcs/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/rhyme-row-row-your-boat-chomp/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/rhyme-row-row-your-boat-chomp/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/row-row-row-your-boat-song-cullens-abcs/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/head-shoulders-knees-toes-childrens-songs-cullens-abcs/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/dinosaur-hokey-pokey-childrens-song/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/shape-dancing-child-activity/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/the-freeze-dance-song-children-dance-songs/
http://cullensabcs.com/video/alice-the-camel-children-song/
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